Forward masking and unmasking of the offset cochlear compound action potential of the gerbil: comparison with suppression areas of the onset cochlear compound action potential.
Simultaneous and forward maskers were used to generate 'onset' and 'offset' compound action potential tuning curves (TCs) in the gerbil. The simultaneously masked offset TC, generated in response to a 16 kHz, 65 dB SPL probe stimulus, is W-shaped, with a low frequency tip at 11 kHz, a high frequency tip at 20 kHz, and a peak which occurs at 16 kHz. The 16 kHz forward masked onset TC has a single tip which occurs at 11 kHz. Although it lacks the finely tuned peak and high frequency tip of the stimultaneously masked offset TC, its single tip is more finely tuned than the low frequency tip of the simultaneously masked offset TC. Normalizing these two TCs [(1977) J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 62, 1048-1051] produces a figure which resembles 11 kHz onset TCs with their nonoverlapping regions which are analogs of two-tone suppression (2TS). A similar pattern occurs when probe stimuli at frequencies from 13 to 24 kHz are used to generate offset TCs; i.e., the forward masked offset TC resembles an onset TC and normalizing it to a simultaneously masked offset TC produces areas which resemble analogs of 2TS. Unmasking of the forward masked onset TCs [(1979) Hear, Res. 1, 133-154] produces regions of 2TS which are very similar to those produced by unmasking the forward masked offset TC which is generated by a higher frequency tone. These regions of 2TS for the Offset TC, as determined by unmasking, are very similar to the analogs of 2TS described above.